Viscous Models Comparison in Water Impact of Twin 2D Falling Wedges Simulation by Different Numerical Solvers
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\begin{abstract}
In this paper, symmetric water entry of twin wedges is investigated for deadrise angle of 30 degree. Three numerical simulation of a symmetric impact, considering rigid body dynamic equations of motion in two-phase flow is presented. The two-phase flow around the wedges is solved by Finite Element based on Finite Volume method (FEM-FVM) which is used in conjunction with Volume of Fluid (VOF) scheme in ANSYS Fluent and ANSYS CFX and Phase Field scheme in COMSOL Multiphysics. The method and scheme of simulation are validated by experimental data for geometry with one wedge. The dynamic mesh, mesh motion and moving mesh models are used to simulate dynamic motion of the wedges in ANSYS Fluent, ANSYS CFX and COMSOL Multiphysics, respectively. The vertical velocity and pressure coefficient versus time are determined and comparisons of the computed mentioned parameters against experimental data are performed. The eight characteristics effects of fluid flow are investigated till 0.25 second after wedges falling including impact event. It is demonstrated that the ANSYS Fluent and \textit{k-\varepsilon} were the best software and viscous model, respectively.
\end{abstract}

1. Introduction
Fluid-solid impact problems associated with water entry have important applications in various aspects of ocean engineering and naval architecture. The impact phenomenon usually occurs in a short time, while the force and momentum can be exceedingly large and hazardous for various structures. The most popular shape of high speed crafts keel is wedge shape. For the constant speed water-entry problems, the flow becomes self-similar, when the effects of gravity and viscosity are ignored. This means that the flow patterns at different instances is the same [1]. Von Karman [2] and Wagner [3] studied the impact problem by wedges and circular cylinders. Several theoretical and numerical methods have been proposed to solve more general two dimensional water-entry problems. To indicate a few, these include similarity flow solutions for wedges by Shademani and Ghadimi [4] or Ghazizade and Niskersesh [5], matched asymptotic expansions by Armand and Cointe [6], nonlinear numerical methods by Greenhow [7] or Farsi and Ghadimi [8 and 9] or Yamada et al. [10] or Luo et al. [11], conformal mapping methods by Ghadimi et al. [12] or Shah et al. [13] and CFD techniques by Panahi [14] or Panciroli [15] or Piro and Maki [16]. It is difficult to obtain a fully nonlinear solution of the water-entry impact problem even in the regime of the potential flow theory. The difficulties are mainly due to the local jet flow with high velocities near the free surface intersection and gravity effect. Zhao and Faltinsen [17] presented a two dimensional nonlinear boundary element solution without gravity. A jet flow is created at the intersection between the free surface and the body surface. So they decided to neglect this part of the jet, where the pressure is close to atmospheric pressure. Booki and Yung [18] proposed a simplified method that adopts the equipotential free surface condition for practical calculations. To fully analyze the impact forces and the environment resulting structural responses, various phenomena like compressibility effect, free surface deformation, flow regime, wetted surface of the body, trapped air, and the separation of the fluid on the body surface must be modeled properly.

In this study, the symmetric impact of two dimensional wedges in two-phase flow is numerically simulated with coupling the rigid body dynamic...
equations of motion. The gravity effect was applied. Turbulent two-phase flow is solved based on the finite volume method and the interface is tracked with the volume of fluid (VOF) scheme in ANSYS Fluent and ANSYS CFX and the phase field scheme in COMSOL Multiphysics. Dynamic equations and a dynamic mesh (or named mesh motion in ANSYS CFX or named moving mesh in COMSOL Multiphysics) are used to obtain the real velocity distribution during a symmetric impact. The physical parameters such as pressure coefficient, drag coefficient, total pressure (stagnation pressure), dynamic pressure, vertical velocity, vorticity, drag force, Z/D ratio and turbulence intensity in this study are investigated for two wedges simulation till 0.25 second after falling. Different viscous models such as k-ε, k-w, Reynolds stress and shear stress transportation (SST) versus laminar by three different numerical solver package called ANSYS Fluent, ANSYS CFX and COMSOL Multiphysics were implemented. In the following section, the governing equations are discussed, followed by validation of numerical method and the results and discussion.

2. Governing Equations

The continuity and momentum equations are as follow:

\[
\frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_i} = 0 \quad (1)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial u_i}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial u_i u_j}{\partial x_j} = -\frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial P}{\partial x_j} + \frac{g_j}{\rho} + F_i + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left[ \mu \left( \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_i} \right) \right] - \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} \left[ \mu \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_i} \right) \right] \quad (2)
\]

Note that the dynamic condition, i.e., continuity of pressure at the interface is automatically implemented. The kinematic condition, which states that the interface is convected with the fluid, can be expressed in terms of volume fraction \( \varphi \) as follow:

\[
D\varphi/Dt = \frac{\partial \varphi}{\partial t} + (\vec{V} \cdot \nabla) \varphi = 0 \quad (3)
\]

In the VOF method the interface is described implicitly. The data structure that represents the interface is the fraction \( \varphi \) of each cell that is filled with a reference phase, say phase 1. The scalar field \( \varphi \) is often referred to as the color function. The magnitude of \( \varphi \) in the cells cut by the free surface is between 0 and 1 \((0 < \varphi < 1)\) and away from it, is either zero or one. The \( \mu \) and \( \rho \) at any cell (denoted by i, j) can be computed using a simple volume average over the cell:

\[
\rho_j = \varphi_j \rho_l + (1 - \varphi_j) \rho_a \quad (4)
\]

\[
\mu_j = \varphi_j \mu_l + (1 - \varphi_j) \mu_a \quad (5)
\]

where subscripts (l) and (a) denote liquid and air respectively. The PISO procedure has been used for the velocity pressure coupling. Furthermore, the second order upwind scheme has been applied to discrete momentum, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation rate equations. In the rigid body motion with three degrees of freedom, the pressure and shear stress are used to determine aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forces and moments acting on the rigid body. These forces and moments, in turn, accompanied by external forces and moments are used in general solution of motion, to obtain linear and angular displacement of a rigid body. The equations of rigid body motion with constant mass and moments of inertia are solved to determine translational and angular velocity and also displacement at each time step. These equations are as follows:

\[
\sum F = m \left( \frac{dv}{dt} \right) \quad (6)
\]

\[
\sum M = \vec{I} \alpha \quad (7)
\]

Parameters in turbulence models were used the same as pre-assumed constant of soft-wares.

3. Validation

At first, the symmetric water impact of a two-dimensional wedge has been simulated and the results are compared with the experimental data of Zhao et al. [19]. The definition of parameters and the geometry of the validation problem are described in Figure 1.

The body mass of wedge is 241 kilogram and its initial velocity is 5.5 meter per second. The wedge is fallen from a specified initial altitude with this initial velocity, and due to the gravitational forces its velocity increases until water impact happens. Shortly after the water impact, the velocity of the wedge.
decreases due to the slamming force exerted on the wedge by the water. The results of ANSYS Fluent are closest values to the experimental data versus other two softwares as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

The results of k-ε viscous model in ANSYS Fluent are the closest values to the experimental data against other viscous models as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The grid independency has been studied by examining four different grid sizes (Table 1).

![Figure 2. Comparison of the computed vertical velocity of the wedge by different softwares with the experimental data Zhao et al. (1996)](image1)

![Figure 3. Comparison of the computed pressure coefficient by different softwares with the experimental data Zhao et al. (1996)](image2)

The results of k-ε viscous model in ANSYS Fluent are the closest values to the experimental data versus other viscous models as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

![Figure 4. Comparison of the computed pressure coefficient with the experimental data Zhao et al. (1996) for different viscous models](image3)

![Figure 5. Comparison of the computed vertical velocity with the experimental data Zhao et al. (1996) for different viscous models](image4)

![Figure 6. Comparison of the computed pressure coefficient with the experimental data Zhao et al. (1996) for grid independency evaluation](image5)

![Figure 7. Comparison of the computed vertical velocity and pressure coefficient distribution of the wedge during the water impact in all grid sizes](image6)

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Number of Nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>57810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>44085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>37416</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
respectively. The corresponding experimental data are also provided for comparison. By comparing the results, it is apparent that the vertical velocity and pressure coefficient are calculated with more precision in the 50328 cells grid system. Hence, this grid system is adopted as the best one among other ones.

Figure 7. Comparison of the computed vertical velocity with the experimental data Zhao et al. (1996) for grid independency evaluation

4. Results and Discussion

In this study, three different numerical softwares are used to solve the dynamic equations of the motion. As mentioned, these softwares were ANSYS Fluent, ANSYS CFX and COMSOL Multiphysics. The geometry of simulation was meshed with nearly 50000 cells. The present numerical results are in a good agreement with the experimental data, especially ANSYS Fluent. The comparison of them after touching the water by wedge was shown. The k-ε viscous model had close results to experimental data. The difference between the present numerical results and the experimental data may be due to the three dimensional effects which are not modelled here. It is interesting that the pressure coefficient which is of importance in structural design is in a good agreement with experiments although the 3-D effect is not taken into account. The oscillations of pressure distribution can be due to remeshing around the wedge which occurs in this method.

The grid independence has been studied by examining four different grid sizes for pressure coefficient. In the 50328 cells grid system, the vertical velocity and pressure coefficient are calculated with more precision. Hence, this grid system is adopted as the best one among others. Changing the mesh system mainly affects the free surface shape accuracy and fluid reaction, consequently. For deducting the effect of turbulent flow in this problem due to high Reynolds number, some turbulence model such as k-ε, k-w, Shear Stress Transport (SST) and Reynolds Stress versus laminar model were applied to simulate the flow around the wedge by three different numerical solvers. The laminar and turbulent viscous models are implemented. The time history of vertical velocity, vorticity, drag coefficient, pressure coefficient, total pressure, static pressure, dynamic pressure, hydrodynamic force and turbulence intensity are computed for any of five different viscous models and compared with each other in ANSYS Fluent and ANSYS CFX (without k-ω viscous model). The time history of mentioned parameters are computed for laminar and k-ε viscous model in COMSOL Multiphysics. The results show that the predictions of turbulence models are close to laminar simulation in ANSYS CFX and COMSOL Multiphysics unlike ANSYS Fluent. It may be due to the fact that pressure force is nearly dominant during the water impact problem and also no vortex formation can be observed in resulted wave patterns of these two softwares, ANSYS CFX and COMSOL Multiphysics. Therefore, it is better to use laminar flow instead of turbulent flow modeling in simulation by these two softwares which is accompanied by solving additional flow equations and leads to higher computational costs. The geometry of twin two dimensional falling wedges was shown in Figure 8.

4.1. ANSYS FLUENT

The results of ANSYS Fluent simulation for twin two dimensional falling wedges were shown in Figure 9 to 13 for laminar, k-ε, k-ω, Reynolds stress and SST models, respectively. In each figure, the free surface pattern due to impact has been shown till 0.25 s after falling start of twin wedges. Free surface pattern is different for simulation with various viscous models by ANSYS Fluent. Comparison of pressure coefficient with different viscous models by ANSYS Fluent was shown in Figure 14.

The pressure coefficient is computed by equation (8):
The drag coefficient is a dimensionless quantity that is used to quantify the drag or resistance of wedges in peripheral fluids, such as air or water.

\[ C_p = \frac{2P}{\rho V_w^2} \]  

(8)

where P, \( \rho \) and \( V_w \) are static pressure, water density and the velocity of the wedges at time t, respectively.
It is computed by:

$$C_d = \frac{2F_d}{\rho V_w^2 A}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $F_d$, $\rho$, $V_w$, and $A$ are drag fore (aerodynamic or hydrodynamic drag), peripheral fluid density, vertical velocity and projected area of wedges, respectively. The drag coefficient is shown in Figure 15 for all viscous models by ANSYS Fluent. The total pressure and dynamic pressure were shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17. The total pressure refers to the sum of static pressure, dynamic pressure and gravitational head. The vertical velocity of wedges for all viscous models is shown in Figure 18. At first, the vertical velocity of each wedges increases rapidly but after wedges impact, it decrease smoothly till to reach ultimate velocity.
The turbulence intensity, also often referred to as turbulence level, is defined as:

\[ I_u = \frac{u'}{U} \]

(10)

\[ u' = \sqrt{\left(\frac{u'^2 + u'^2}{3}\right)} = \sqrt{\frac{2k}{3}} \]

(11)

where \( u' \) is the root-mean-square of the turbulent velocity fluctuations and \( U \) is the mean velocity. If the turbulent energy, \( k \) is known \( u' \) can be calculated by equation (11) for two dimensional problems.

The vorticity is a pseudo-vector field that describes the local spinning motion of a continuum near some point or the tendency of something to rotate. It is computed by equation (12) and (13):

\[ \mathbf{\omega} = \omega_x \mathbf{i} + \omega_y \mathbf{j} = \nabla \times \mathbf{V} \]

(12)

\[ \text{Vorticity Magnitude} = \sqrt{\omega_x^2 + \omega_y^2} \]

(13)

The vorticity was shown in Figure 20 for viscous models by ANSYS Fluent. The computed drag force was shown in Figure 21.

Definition of \( Z \) and \( D \) was depicted in Figure 22. The \( Z/D \) ratio was shown in Figure 23. \( Z \) is the maximum height of water from the initial flat free surface and \( D \) is the altitude of triangle. For initial time, \( Z/D \) ratio equals 8.73.

![Figure 18. Comparison of vertical velocity with different viscous models](image1)

![Figure 19. Comparison of turbulence intensity with different viscous models](image2)

![Figure 20. Comparison of vorticity with different viscous models](image3)

![Figure 21. Comparison of drag force with different viscous models](image4)

![Figure 22. Z and D definition](image5)
4.2. ANSYS CFX

The results of ANSYS CFX solver for twin two-dimensional falling wedges were shown in Figure 24 for all laminar, $k-\varepsilon$, Reynolds stress and SST models.

The $k-\omega$ model is not defined as default turbulent viscous model in ANSYS CFX. There is no sensible difference between free surface patterns by all viscous models in this software. The comparison of pressure coefficient with different viscous models by ANSYS CFX was shown in Figure 25. The drag coefficient was shown in Figure 26 for all viscous models by ANSYS CFX.

The results show that the predictions of turbulence models are close to laminar simulation in ANSYS CFX. The total pressure and dynamic pressure were shown in Figure 27 and Figure 28.
Vertical velocity was shown in Figure 29 for all viscous models by ANSYS CFX.

The comparison of turbulence intensity and vorticity magnitude are shown for three turbulent viscous models by ANSYS CFX in Figure 30 and Figure 31.

The drag force and Z/D ratio were shown in Figure 32 and Figure 33 for all different viscous models by ANSYS CFX, respectively.

4.3. COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS

The results of COMSOL simulation for twin two dimensional falling wedges by were shown in Figure 34 for laminar and $k$-$\varepsilon$ models. The $k$-$\omega$, Reynolds
stress and SST models are not defined as default turbulent viscous model in COMSOL Multiphysics. There is no sensible difference between patterns of waves by these two viscous models in this software.

The comparison of pressure coefficient with different viscous models by COMSOL Multiphysics was shown in Figure 35. The comparison of drag coefficient with different viscous models by COMSOL Multiphysics was shown in Figure 36. The total pressure and dynamic pressure were shown in Figure 37 and Figure 38.

The vertical velocity is shown in Figure 39 for all viscous models by COMSOL Multiphysics.
The turbulence intensity and vorticity magnitude for $k$-$\varepsilon$ turbulent viscous model by COMSOL Multiphysics are shown in Figure 40 and Figure 41, respectively.

The drag force and Z/D ratio were shown in Figure 42 and Figure 43 for all different viscous models by COMSOL Multiphysics, respectively.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, a numerical simulation of the twin wedges impact considering dynamic equations of motion in two-phase flow is presented. The flow field around the wedges in two-phase flow is solved based on finite volume method with volume of fluid (VOF) scheme (in ANSYS Fluent and ANSYS CFX) and phase field scheme (in COMSOL Multiphysics) for tracking the free surface. The comparison between the present computations and experimental data shows that the present numerical simulation can predict time history of vertical velocity, vorticity, drag coefficient, pressure coefficient, total pressure, static pressure, dynamic pressure, hydrodynamic force and turbulence intensity magnitude in water impact with a good accuracy.

In this research, different moving computational meshes known as dynamic meshes in ANSYS Fluent, mesh motion in ANSYS CFX and moving mesh in COMSOL Multiphysics were utilized and it was concluded that the dynamic mesh of ANSYS Fluent is the best to simulate a water impact phenomenon.
It was shown that the effects of turbulence and fluid compressibility during symmetric water impact are not so significant on wave patterns ANSYS CFX and COMSOL Multiphysics. Free surface patterns due to water impact are the same in ANSYS CFX and COMSOL Multiphysics for different viscous models but the significant differences were shown between patterns in ANSYS Fluent simulation. ANSYS Fluent computed results had more precision to experimental data versus other two softwares. Using different viscous models result various computed values for all parameters but the k-ε turbulent viscous model had near computational results to experimental data. Finally, the best numerical results have been computed by Ansys Fluent software with the k-ε turbulent viscous model. Therefore, ANSYS Fluent and the k-ε turbulent viscous model are the best selections for simulation of water impact of twin 2D falling wedges.

List of Symbols

\( \alpha \) Angular acceleration of rigid body about its gravity center [rad.s\(^{-2}\)]
\( \mu \) Dynamic viscosity [kg.s\(^{-1}\).m\(^{-1}\)]
\( \mu_t \) Turbulent viscosity [m\(^2\).s\(^{-1}\)]
\( \rho \) Density [kg.m\(^{-3}\)]
\( \phi \) Volume fraction [non-dimensional]
\( D \) Altitude of triangle [m]
\( F \) Any external forces [kg.m.s\(^{-2}\)]
\( \vec{F} \) Hydrodynamics force [kg.m.s\(^{-2}\)]
\( g \) Gravity Acceleration [m.s\(^{-2}\)]
\( I \) Mass moment of inertia [kg.m\(^2\)]
\( m \) Mass [kg]
\( M \) Moment vectors [kg.m.s\(^2\)]
\( P \) Pressure [kg.m\(^{-1}\).s\(^{-2}\)]
\( t \) Time [s]
\( u \) Fluid velocity [m.s\(^{-1}\)]
\( V \) Translational velocity of the center of gravity [m.s\(^{-1}\)]
\( x \) Dimension [m]
\( Z \) Maximum height of water from initial flat free surface [m]
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